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The Foundation of  
All Good Qualities

Yön tän zhir gyur ma

yön Tän Kün gyi zhir gyur Drin chän je

The foundation of all good qualities is the kind and perfect guru;
Tshül zhin Ten pa lam gyi Tsa wa ru

Correctly following the guru is the root of the path.
leg par Thong nä bä pa Du ma yi

By my clearly seeing this and applying great effort,
gü pa chhen pö Ten par jin gyi lob

Please bless me to rely upon the guru with great respect.

län chig nye päi Däl wäi Ten zang Di

When I have discovered that the precious freedom of this 
rebirth is found only once,

shin Tu nye Ka Dön chhen she gyur nä

Is extremely difficult to find again, and is greatly meaningful,
nyin Tshän Kün Tu nying po len päi lo

Please bless me to unceasingly generate the mind 
gyün chhä me par Kye war jin gyi lob

Taking its essence, day and night.

lü sog yo wa chhu yi chhu bur zhin

This body and life are changing, like a water bubble;
nyur Du jig päi chhi wa Drän pa Dang

Remember how quickly they perish and death comes.
shi wäi je su lü Dang Drib ma zhin

After death, just like a shadow follows the body,
Kar nag län Drä chhi zhin Drang wa la

The results of black and white karma follow.1 
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nge pa Tän po nye nä nye päi Tshog

When I have found definite conviction in this,
Thra zhing Thra wa nam Kyang pong wa Dang

Please bless me always to be conscientious
ge Tshog Tha Dag Drub par je pa la

In abandoning even the slightest collection of shortcomings
Tag Tu bag Dang Dän par jin gyi lob

And in accomplishing all virtuous deeds.

chä pä mi ngom Dug ngäl Kün gyi go

When I have recognized the shortcomings of samsaric perfections—
yi Tän mi rung si päi phün Tshog Kyi

There is no satisfaction in enjoying them, they are the door  
to all suffering, 

nye mig rig nä Thar päi De wa la

And they cannot be trusted—
Dön nyer chhen por Kye war jin gyi lob

Please bless me to generate a strong wish for the bliss of liberation.

nam Dag sam pa De yi Drang pa yi

Through my being led by this pure thought
Drän Dang she zhin bag yö chhen po yi

With great remembrance, alertness, and conscientiousness,
Tän päi Tsa wa so sor Thar pa la

Please bless me to make keeping the individual liberation vows,
Drub pa nying por je par jin gyi lob

The root of the teachings, my essential practice.

rang nyi si Tshor lhung wa ji zhin Du

Just as I have fallen into the sea of samsara,
mar gyur Dro wa Kün Kyang De Dra war

So have all mother transmigratory beings.
Thong nä Dro wa Dröl wäi Khur Khyer wäi

By my seeing this, please bless me to train in supreme bodhicitta,
jang chhub sem chhog jong par jin gyi lob

Which bears the responsibility of freeing transmigratory beings.
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sem Tsam Kye Kyang Tshül Thrim nam sum la

Even if I develop only bodhichitta, without familiarizing myself 
with the three types of morality,

gom pa me na jang chhub mi Drub par

I cannot achieve enlightenment.
leg par Thong nä gyäl sä Dom pa la

By my seeing this well,
Tsön pa Drag pö lob par jin gyi lob

Please bless me to keep the vow of the sons of the victorious 
ones with fervent effort.

log päi yül la yeng wa zhi je ching 
By my having pacified distractions to wrong objects

yang Dag Dön la Tshül zhin chö pa yi

And correctly analyzed the meaning of reality,
zhi nä lhag Thong zung Du Drel wäi lam

Please bless me to quickly generate within my mindstream
nyur Du gyü la Kye war jin gyi lob

The unified path of calm abiding and special insight.

Thün mong lam jang nö Du gyur pa na

When I have become a [suitable] vessel by training in  
the common path, 

Theg pa Kün gyi chhog gyur Dor je Theg

Please bless me to immediately enter
Käl zang Kye wöi jug ngog Dam pa Der

The holy gateway of the fortunate beings—
De lag nyi Du jug par jin gyi lob

The supreme of all vehicles, the Vajrayana.

De Tshe ngö Drub nam nyi Drub päi zhi

At that time, the basis of accomplishing the two attainments
nam Dag Dam Tshig Dom par sung pa la

Is keeping my vows and samayas purely.
chö ma min päi nge pa nye gyur nä

When I have gained effortless conviction in this,
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sog Dang Dö Te sung war jin gyi lob

Please bless me to protect them even at the cost of my life.

De nä gyü Dei nying po rim nyi Kyi

Then, when I have realized exactly the vital points of  
the two stages—

nä nam ji zhin Tog nä Tsön pa yi

The essence of the tantric sets—
Thün zhii näl jor chö lä mi yel war

And am enjoying the yoga of four sessions with effort, without 
being distracted [by nonmeditation objects],

Dam päi sung zhin Drub par jin gyi lob

Please bless me to accomplish these according to  
the teachings of the holy beings.

De Tar lam zang Tön päi she nyen Dang

Thus, may the virtuous friends who reveal the noble path
Tshül zhin Drub päi Drog nam zhab Tän ching

And the spiritual practitioners who correctly accomplish it 
have long lives.

chhi Dang nang gi bar Du chö päi Tshog

Please bless me to pacify completely
nye war zhi war jin gyi lab Tu söl

The collections of outer and inner obstacles.

Kye wa Kün Tu yang Dag la ma Dang

In all my lives, never separated from perfect gurus,
Dräl me chhö Kyi päl la long chö ching

May I enjoy the magnificent Dharma
sa Dang lam gyi yön Tän rab Dzog nä

And, by completing the qualities of the grounds and paths,
Dor je chhang gi go phang nyur Thob shog

May I quickly attain the state of Vajradhara.

When performing the Prayers for the Beginning of Teachings, turn 
to the Mandala Offering to Request Teachings on page 238.
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The Three Principal Aspects 
of the Path
Lam tso nam sum

Expressing Homage

I bow down to my perfect gurus.

The Promise to Compose  

[1]  The essential meaning of the Victorious One’s teachings,
The path praised by all the holy victors and their sons,
The gateway of the fortunate ones desiring liberation—
This I shall try to explain as much as I can.

Persuading to Listen

[2]  Those who are not attached to the pleasures of circling 
    [samsara],

Who strive to make freedoms and endowments meaningful,
Who entrust themselves to the path pleasing 
     the victorious ones—
You fortunate ones: listen with a calm mind.

The Purpose of Generating Renunciation

[3]  Without the complete intention definitely to be free 
     from circling,

There is no way to pacify attachment seeking pleasurable 
     effects in the ocean of circling.
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Also, by craving for cyclic existence, embodied beings 
     are continuously bound.
Therefore, at the very beginning seek renunciation.

How to Generate Renunciation

[4]  Freedoms and endowments are difficult to find
And life has no time to spare.
By gaining familiarity with this,
Attraction to the appearances of this life is reversed.

By thinking over and over again
That actions and their effects are unbetraying,
And repeatedly contemplating the miseries 
     of cyclic existence,
Attraction to the appearances of future lives is reversed.

The Definition of Having Generated Renunciation 

[5]  When, by having trained in that way,
There is no arising, even for a second, 
Of attraction to the perfections of cyclic existence,
And all day and night the intention seeking liberation arises—
Then the thought of renunciation has been generated.

The Purpose of Generating the Mind of Enlightenment  

[6]  Even if renunciation has been developed, 
If it is not possessed by the mind of enlightenment
It does not become the cause of the perfect bliss 
     of unsurpassed enlightenment.
Therefore the wise generate the supreme mind 
    of enlightenment.
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How to Generate the Mind of Enlightenment 

[7]  Swept away by the current of the four powerful rivers,
Tied by the tight bonds of karma, so hard to undo,
Caught in the iron net of self-grasping,
Completely enveloped by the total darkness of ignorance,

[8]  Endlessly reborn in cyclic existence,
Ceaselessly tormented by the three sufferings—
Thinking that all mothers are in such a condition,
Generate the supreme mind of enlightenment.

The Definition of Having Generated the Mind of 
Enlightenment

[8a]2 In short, if like the mother whose cherished son has fallen 
    into a pit of fire 

And who experiences even one second of his suffering 
     as an unbearable eternity,
Your reflection on the suffering of all mother sentient beings
Has made it impossible for you to bear their suffering 
     for even one second
And the wish seeking enlightenment for their sake arises 
     without effort,
Then you have realized the supreme precious mind 
     of enlightenment.  

The Reason to Meditate on the Right View

[9]  Without the wisdom realizing ultimate reality,
Even though you have generated renunciation and the mind 
     of enlightenment
You cannot cut the root cause of circling.
Therefore, attempt the method to realize dependent arising.
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Showing the Right View
[10] One who sees the cause and effect of all phenomena

Of both cyclic existence and the state beyond sorrow 
     as forever unbetraying,
And for whom any object trusted in by the grasping mind 
     has completely disappeared,
Has at that time entered the path pleasing the buddhas.

The Definition of Not Having Completed the Analysis of 
the Right View
[11] If the appearance that is unbetraying dependent relation 

Is accepted separately from emptiness,
As long as these two understandings are seen as separate,
Then one has still not realized the Buddha’s intent.

The Definition of Having Completed the Analysis of Right 
View
[12] If [these two realizations] are happening simultaneously
             without alternation,

And from merely seeing dependent relation 
     as completely unbetraying
The definite ascertainment comes that completely destroys
The way all objects are apprehended [as truly existent],
At that time the analysis of the ultimate view is complete.

The Particular Special Quality of the Prasangika View
[13] Furthermore, appearance eliminates the extreme 
            of existence

And emptiness eliminates the extreme of nonexistence.
If you realize how emptiness manifests in the manner 
     of cause and effect 
Then you are not captivated by wrong notions holding 
     extreme views.
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Having Gained Definite Ascertainment,  
Advice on Pursuing the Practice

[14] In this way you realize exactly
The vital points of the three principal aspects of the path. 
Resort to seeking solitude, generate the power of effort, 
And quickly accomplish your final goal, my child.
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